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1. Introduction - Dylan Ries  

Ride sharing service Uber has become extremely popular since launching in 

March of 2009. Their ability to capitalize on the sharing economy, like other companies 

such as airBnb and grubhub, has allowed for Uber to position themselves as the 

number one service provider in the field of transportation. This concept turns ordinary 

people and their cars into independent contractors carrying out a service for the 

company who developed the original app. In this case, Uber allows people who would 

like to earn additional income to download the app and become a registered driver for 

the service provider. Aside from being shown how the app works on their own iPhone, 

there is no real training being offered to Uber drivers, which will ultimately result in 

service provider gaps being uncovered. Of course, there are also instances of service 

quality being negated because of more typical reasons which are common in the 

service industry. In the following sections the industry will be examined at more depth 

as well as looking into a particular case involving Buffalo, New York and the 

transportation industry. This report will go on to outline service gaps in Uber’s business 

plan and implementation. After each gap is described, there will be a brief 

recommendation to fix, or at least mitigate, further service provider gaps.  

2. Industry Information (Uber vs Traditional Cabs in Buffalo) - Kevin Little 

Uber’s international expansion places their services in most major cities around 

the world. Cities such as Las Vegas, Paris, Tokyo, and Dubai have all integrated Uber’s 

services, so why do some major cities turn away their business? The answer resides in 

Buffalo, New York, the largest city in the United States without Uber. Uber has been 

banned throughout all of the New York State except for New York City. The state is 
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hesitant to incorporate Uber’s services, as it has the potential to destroy the already 

prospering taxi-service industry. Uber produces quick and affordable transportation, two 

desirable qualities that most taxi companies cannot provide. To fully understand the 

impact that Uber would have, we will look at how Uber compares to traditional taxi 

services.  

Being that Uber’s drivers work as individual contractors, they are not forced into 

long hours of waiting near highly populated areas. Workers simply choose when they 

would like to work and “clock in” through their smartphones. The Uber app is the 

intermediary to all transactions and allows both the customer and the driver to be 

connected instantly and hassle-free. The payment process is just as simple, as there is 

no physical monetary transactions. All payments, including gratuities, are made through 

the app itself. This type of convenience, along with low fares, greatly differentiates the 

two services. A comparison from Business Insider shows that among 21 cities that offer 

Uber’s services, taxi cab services charge close to twice Uber’s rates (Warner). Taxi cab 

companies cannot compete with these rates, as taxi services are heavily regulated in 

the area. These regulations include special insurance licensing and registration, 

alongside unique for-hire licensing. These regulations inflate taxi fares, leaving the taxi 

industry with little to no price competition. Uber, who has little regulations on their 

service, determines pricing based on the individual city. The possible rates for the 

Buffalo area have not yet been determined, but are predicted to be much lower than a 

typical taxi fare. 
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“We’re not afraid of competition,” said Kevin Barwell of Buffalo, president of the 

Limousine, Bus, Taxi Operators of Upstate New York. “If they want to come in and 

compete, fine, if they’re on the same playing field” (Warner). 

Adversaries of Uber have come forward estimating that over 1330 jobs would be 

lost, and many of the smaller taxi companies would be driven out of business. Uber 

proponents have responded by stating that their service has the potential to create over 

500 jobs in Buffalo, and 13,000 across the state; if these numbers stand true there 

would be an overall loss of 800+ jobs in the Buffalo area. The overall impact may not be 

the best for the City of Buffalo, but could greatly benefit the state as a whole.  

Both of these service distributors have demonstrated their cases to the city of 

Buffalo. Uber has proven to be beneficial and effective in all other major cities in the 

United States, so why not Buffalo? Byron Brown, the current mayor, has shown a large 

amount of support for Uber; commonly, State Senator Timothy Kennedy has come forth 

saying that he predicts Uber will soon be implemented state-wide. The case will be 

brought before the State Legislature, ultimately determining the city’s ground 

transportation industry.  

3. Knowledge Gap - Michael Esse 

When a customer decides to take public transportation for whatever reason, odds 

are they are going to look for a cheap, reliable, and most likely a welcoming experience. 

“Uber is a technology platform that connects drivers and riders” (Warner). This being 

said, Uber knows that besides just arriving to their destination, the customer still expects 

an enjoyable experience. In order to fulfill these expectations, Uber drivers are expected 

to have a clean car, a cheaper rate than taxis, and should be friendly and welcoming to 
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their customers. By including all of these services, the Uber is going to provide 

satisfaction and live up to the expectations of the customers. Sal, who is an Uber driver 

in Hamilton, Ontario stated, “Most people say it’s convenient, safe, (cheaper) and 

cashless,”(Warner). Of course you can't please everyone, but for most people to believe 

this, they most likely feel that they are safer in an Uber than in a taxi. It displays a 

greater convenience than a taxi because instead of waiting for a taxi to arrive at your 

starting point, Uber users can go to the app and see the approximate time that it will 

take for the Uber driver to arrive. Besides that, they can also see how well the Uber 

driver is rated from 1-5 stars, 5 being the best. With this rating system, the customer 

should have a sense of how safe, convenient, and friendly the driver will be. If the driver 

does not seem like they would fulfill the customers’ needs, they have the option to see 

how other drivers are rated through the app. Also, since the Uber driver uses their own 

car and is required to pay their own gas, they will most likely take a route that is faster 

and less of a distance, where as some taxi drivers look for a longer route which will 

increase the amount of the customers fare. Unlike Uber, choosing a taxi may be a bit 

more of a gamble when trying to find a ride that matches or exceeds the expectations of 

the customer. There are no reviews for taxi drivers, but instead the customer just goes 

into the first one available. The driver could meet all of what is expected by the 

customer, or could be the exact opposite.  

4. Customer Gap- Austin Burke  

Knowing Uber as a form of transportation arises the issue of safety. Safety 

means different things to different people. It could be the safety of the car/vehicle or 

safety from the drivers. This all undergoes customer expectation and what customers 
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will perceive, a customer gap. In the article, it talks about different cases brought up 

against Uber, one being safety. Uber has a million dollar liability insurance policy in 

place to help reassure the customers’ thoughts and worries. However, insurance is just 

a “what if” scenario and is only an application of risk management. Uber claims it does 

an, “Extensive background screening, including a Social Security trace, a criminal-

background check and pulling the person’s Motor Vehicle Registration file” (Warner). On 

the other hand the critic Yuhnke says ‘I believe their background checks are farce’. To 

prove evidence for his response about that statement, he introduces a website 

(www.whosdrivingyou.org) underlying all the incidents Uber has been involved with. 

Another issue the critics bring to the table is the incidents resulting in ‘ride-sharing’ 

passengers being harmed and criminal offenders behind the wheel. The website the 

critics provide portrays “...dozens of cases, some involving lawsuits, that allege the 

following; deaths from Uber accidents, assaults, sexual attacks and harassment by 

drivers, and driving under the influence” (Warner). 

4.1 Recommendation for Customer Gap 

From hearing both sides of the story it’s hard to determine the overall 

effectiveness of Uber’s “background check”. With that being said, we would recommend 

having a website/app with access of your driver in greater details. Allowing the 

customers to check their credentials and find out a lot more about them to determine if 

that’s somebody they would want a lift from. You are already able, before your driver 

arrives, to see their name, photo, car make and model, and license plate number. We 

suggest an area of greater detail to help promote Uber obtaining the best drivers 

possible. Uber also has an app where loved ones can track your location. We suggest 

http://www.whosdrivingyou.org/
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that Uber promotes it and have it always shared with friends and family (similar to Find 

My Friends app). This will promote a sense of awareness for the driver and the rider.  

 

5. Communication Gap - Dylan Ries 

Uber has attempted to maintain their dominant presence in the transportation 

industry amid scandal and lawsuits. They have done so by advertising themselves as a 

safe brand which provides extensive background checks on drivers. However, they 

have recently came under fire for over promising their ability to actually provide 

background checks on all of their independently contracted drivers. After reports of 

driver misconduct, Uber released statements generally outlining how they would be 

performing “industry leading” background checks on all of their drivers. Uber 

incorporated a $1 to $5 fee, depending on the geographic location, on top of ride cost 

and name it the “safe rides fee.” The fee was launched in April of 2014 to fund their 

background checks. This action and their claim of providing “industry leading” 

background checks are what actually caused a class-action lawsuit to be brought to 

court in December of 2014. Their claims were not truthful because other private 

enterprises within the transportation industry provide much more extensive background 

checks on their employees than Uber does. Some of these transportation businesses 

go to the extent of taking down fingerprints of their potential drivers. 

Uber has developed a potential course of action in response to the class-action 

lawsuit regarding background checks. They have agreed to pay a sum of $28.5 million 

to approximately 25 million customers who have used the service since April of 2014. 

Another part of the settlement allows Uber to admit no wrongdoing in their promotional 

strategy, but requires them to change the name of their “safe rides fee” to something 
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more descriptive of what it is actually going to, like “booking fee” or something along 

those lines. The settlement is still awaiting acceptance from a California judge who will 

likely make a ruling sometime during March of 2016.  

5.1 Recommendation for Communication Gap 

In this scenario, Uber’s problems come from their marketing plan which 

attempted to position Uber as a safer alternative to cabs. There is clear evidence Uber 

was over promising when they made the statement claiming to have the most extensive 

background checks in the industry. This was Uber’s attempt to fight back against claims 

of misconduct by drivers and ensure the consumer there is nothing to be worried about 

when taking an Uber ride. This lawsuit could have been avoided if Uber had not made 

erroneous claims. The strengths which Uber has are the relatively inexpensive rides 

and the quick access to these rides. If Uber emphasized these strengths instead of their 

background checks, they could have potentially avoided a $28.5 million expense. In the 

future, Uber needs to be more concerned with how they advertise their service, making 

sure they follow the law where they operate. 

6. Conclusion - Dylan Ries 

Growing their presence in the transportation industry and maintaining a positive 

public image have been Uber’s main concerns lately. We have mentioned their 

shortcomings as a service provider and given several recommendations to shorten 

these gaps Uber is experiencing. If Uber is to expand into Buffalo, New York, it will 

present an opportunity to improve their service and be seen as a more reasonably 

priced brand, as they have intended. They can avoid making the same mistakes they 
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have made in the past and prove their presence is important to the transportation 

industry and the state’s economy. 
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